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2016 June SAP Official New Released C_EWM_91 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed!
Amazing,100% candidates have passed the C_EWM_91 exam by practising the preparation material of GreatExam, because the
braindumps are the latest and cover every aspect of C_EWM_91 exam. Download the braindumps for an undeniable success in
C_EWM_91 exam. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the
end of the article!!!) QUESTION 1In warehouse order creation, what function can be used to limit the amount of work assigned to a
warehouse order?Choose the correct answer(s).Response: A. Sort rulesB. Consolidation groupsC. Filters and limit valuesD.
Activity areasAnswer: C QUESTION 2In Standard RF function, which statements are correct?Note: There are 2 correct answers to
this questionResponse: A. Same queue is processed until it is empty.B. The next queue is processed according to the defined
queue sequence.C. Resource processes a warehouse task of a queueD. The subsequent warehouse task comes from another
queue, based on the defined queue type sequence Answer: AB QUESTION 3As standard procedure, EWM calls SAP
BusinessObjects Global Trade Services in the TCD process for each outbound delivery order or each outbound delivery in the
supply chain. You can deactivate thiscall for all outbound delivery orders or for outbound deliveries in Customizing for each
document type. The check criterion is the existence of a final ship- to party, meaning EWM only calls SAP BusinessObjects Global
Trade Services for a document type if no final ship-to party has been specified. For more information, see Customizing for EWM at
given path:Please choose the correct answerResponse: A. Cross-Process Settings Planned Cross-Docking Cross-Docking (CD)
Basic Settings for Transportation Cross-Docking (TCD).B. Cross-Process Settings Cross-Docking (CD) Planned Cross-Docking
Basic Settings for Transportation Cross-Docking (TCD).C. Cross-Process Settings Planned Cross-Docking Cross-Docking (CD)
Basic Settings for Transportation Cross-Docking (TCD).D. Cross-Process Settings Planned Cross-Docking Basic Settings for
Transportation Cross-Docking (TCD). Answer: B QUESTION 4EWM uses which document type to differentiate that an EWM
inbound delivery from production takes placePlease choose the correct answerResponse: A. Inbound Delivery from ProductionB.
Inbound Delivery from WarehouseC. Outbound Delivery from ProductionD. Inbound Process from Production Answer: A
QUESTION 5What document is used to execute goods movements in EWM?Choose the correct answer(s).Response: A. transfer
orderB. warehouse taskC. warehouse requestD. warehouse order Answer: B QUESTION 6You can also create a kit without a
VAS order at a work center. You can configure a work center where you also pack in such a way that you can confirm generated kits
there. This process is suitable for the following casesNote: There are 2 correct answers to this questionResponse: A. You require
detailed documentation of the kitting procedure in EWMB. You do not require detailed documentation of the kitting procedure in
EWMC. You are not performing kitting in one special kitting work center, but at a work center where you are also packingD.
You are not performing kitting in one special kitting work center, but at a work center where you cannot packing Answer: BC
QUESTION 7Which of the following are examples of PPF processing types supported by Smart Forms?There are 3 correct answers
to this question.Response: A. PrintB. FaxC. MailD. Delivery creationE. Workflow Answer: ABC QUESTION 8What SAP
components can be used to perform delivery scheduling?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A. Sales and
Distribution in SAP ERPB. SAPCRMC. SAP APO Global Available to PromiseD. EWME. SAP Event Management
Answer: AC QUESTION 9How many screen sections make up the warehouse monitor display?Choose the correct answer(s).
Response: A. twoB. threeC. fourD. one Answer: B QUESTION 10The system uses the following criteria to automatically
determine the quantity of respective auxiliary products that is to be posted:There are 3 correct answers to this question.Response: A.
The status confirmation for a VAS orderB. The VAS activity confirmationC. The quantity confirmation for a VAS activityD.
Storage bin allocationE. Shipping date determination Answer: ABC You can pass SAP C_EWM_91 exam if you get a complete
hold of C_EWM_91 braindumps in GreatExam. What's more, all the C_EWM_91 Certification exam Q and As provided by
GreatExam are the latest. 2016 SAP C_EWM_91 exam dumps (All 150 Q&As) from GreatExam:
http://www.greatexam.com/c-ewm-91-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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